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Modular reconfiguration of DNA origami assemblies
using tile displacement
Namita Sarraf1, Kellen R. Rodriguez2,3,4, Lulu Qian1,4*

The power of natural evolution lies in the adaptability of biological organisms but is constrained by the time
scale of genetics and reproduction. Engineering artificial molecular machines should not only include adapt-
ability as a core feature but also apply it within a larger design space and at a faster time scale. A lesson from
engineering electromechanical robots is that modular robots can perform diverse functions through self-recon-
figuration, a large-scale form of adaptation. Molecular machines made of modular, reconfigurable components
may form the basis for dynamic self-reprogramming in future synthetic cells. To achieve modular reconfigura-
tion in DNA origami assemblies, we previously developed a tile displacement mechanism in which an invader
tile replaces another tile in an array with controlled kinetics. Here, we establish design principles for simulta-
neous reconfigurations in tile assemblies using complex invaders with distinct shapes. We present toehold and
branch migration domain configurations that expand the design space of tile displacement reactions by two
orders of magnitude. We demonstrate the construction of multitile invaders with fixed and variable sizes and
controlled size distributions. We investigate the growth of three-dimensional (3D) barrel structures with variable
cross sections and introduce a mechanism for reconfiguring them into 2D structures. Last, we show an example
of a sword-shaped assembly transforming into a snake-shaped assembly, illustrating two independent tile dis-
placement reactions occurring concurrently with minimum cross-talk. This work serves as a proof of concept
that tile displacement could be a fundamental mechanism for modular reconfiguration robust to temperature
and tile concentration.
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INTRODUCTION
Modular robots made of self-reconfigurable components provide
potential opportunities for adaptive behaviors in complex operating
environments (1). The principle of modular self-reconfiguration
will particularly benefit the development of molecular robotic
systems because their ability to handle unforeseen situations
during autonomous operation is highly desired—imagine an artifi-
cial cell that reconfigures into different forms in response to a
changing molecular environment, undergoing fast self-reprogram-
ming within the lifetime of the synthetic organism. DNA origami
(2) has been used to build modular components for molecular
robots, for example, in creating programmable mechanical
motion (3, 4), assembly and disassembly of multistate complex
structures (5), filaments with robotic arms at probabilistically con-
trolled distance (6), and a printer-like apparatus for dynamic posi-
tioning and patterning (7). Moreover, the addressability of DNA
origami has been exploited to provide spatial organization for mo-
lecular information-processing circuits (8) and motors (9–12), in
theory enabling parallel and scalable computation using a small
and constant set of unique molecules (13). Combining the modu-
larity and addressability, let us envision an artificial cell whose
membrane is made of hundreds to thousands of DNA origami
tiles (14); each tile has a distinct circuit or group of motors attached
to the outer or inner side of the membrane, such that the global
function of the cell signaling processes is determined by the connec-
tivity of the circuits and motors through neighboring tiles (15).

Stimuli-responsive self-reconfiguration of the tile assembly would
result in functional changes of the information-processing machin-
ery of the artificial cell, allowing it to adapt from one form to
another when the collective effect of the changes becomes
substantial.
Toward modular self-reconfiguration in DNA origami assem-

blies, we developed a tile displacement mechanism for controlling
dynamical interactions between DNA origami tiles (16), analogous
to the strand displacement mechanism for controlling the dynam-
ical interactions between small DNA strands (17). In a strand dis-
placement reaction, an invader strand binds to a double-stranded
complex via a short toehold domain. Branch migration occurs
when two strands compete to bind to the same complementary
strand until the previously bound strand is released and the
invader strand becomes bound instead. Tile displacement follows
the same abstract principle but occurs at a larger scale between in-
teracting DNA origami tiles. The complementarity between tiles
can be encoded in both the shapes of tile edges (18, 19) and the se-
quences of short sticky ends (14, 15). Unlike tile assembly and dis-
assembly, tile displacement allows for sequestered domains on tile
edges to be activated only upon the arrival of invader tiles, which is
key for cascading of reactions that could lead to complex network
behaviors and for the kinetics of reactions to be controlled by the
strength of the toehold domains (16).
Experimental demonstration of tile displacement systems has so

far been limited to simple logic and swap behaviors in arrays of up
to three by three in size, where the initial and final structures were of
the same shape and the invader structures consisted of one or two
tiles (16). Here, we establish design principles for more complex re-
configurations. We investigate the design space and robustness of
tile displacement with varying domain types, toehold properties,
and edge identities. We explore the challenges for assembling
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multitile invaders and develop design principles for improving their
yield. We show how to construct invaders with variable sizes, to
grow barrels, and to open up three-dimensional (3D) barrels into
2D structures via tile displacement. We further demonstrate two
functionally independent tile displacement reactions occurring si-
multaneously, initiated by two invaders of distinct shapes.
Components of the system shown in Fig. 1 will be used as a

running example in this work. Four types of tiles were designed
to self-assemble into a seven-tile sword structure. Two invaders
were designed, one of which reconfigures the blade of the sword
into a snake tail and the other of which reconfigures the handle of
the sword into a snake head. Two open toeholds in the sword are
located on either side of the center tile connecting the blade and
handle. A toehold domain typically consists of two to four edge
staples that each provides a stacking bond and a 2-nucleotide (nt)
sticky end. An invader (for example, tail or head) binds to an open
toehold, and subsequent branch migration occurs perpendicular to
the direction of adjacent DNA helices when two tile edges (for

example, brown or yellow) compete for binding to their comple-
mentary edge until the previously bound structure (for example,
blade or handle) is released. Although only the center tile is
shared between the sword and snake structures, the reconfiguration
process refers to the system-level change from the three initial struc-
tures (sword, tail, and head) to the three final structures (snake,
blade, and handle). In general, in a tile displacement process,
weak interactions between edge staples are important for allowing
breathing, which is a condition for branch migration; structural
flexibility of the tile is important for allowing competition
between an invader and a previously bound structure, because
they both need to bend out of the way when branch migration
proceeds.

Fig. 1. Design of a sword-shaped assembly reconfiguring into a snake-shaped assembly. Each DNA origami tile is indicated as a square composed of four triangles;
each cylinder in the triangle indicates a double helix. Black dots on tile surfaces indicate staple extensions of 20 base pairs, providing patterned contrast in AFM images.
Each of the four tile edges consists of up to 11 edge staples. The toehold and branch migration domains shown here consist of four and seven edge staples, respectively,
each of which has a stacking bond and a 2-nt sticky end. DNA sequences of the sticky ends determine the identity of the domains, indicated by distinct colors. Com-
plementary domains with matching extensions and truncations in edge staples are shown in the same color. Inert tile edges consist of five edge staples that each have
two hairpins for covering up the stack bonds.
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RESULTS
Design space and robustness
To understand the design space of tile displacement reactions, we
considered the simplest case where a cover tile (CT) and a base
tile (BT) formed a dimer (CT:BT), which had an open toehold
that allowed an invader tile (Inv) to displace the cover and form
an invader-base dimer (Inv:BT). There were two possible types of
toehold and branch migration domains: “giving” and “receiving”
domains that consisted of staples with extensions and truncations,
respectively. In our previous study, the kinetics of tile displacement
was quantified for invaders with a “giving toehold” and a “giving
branch migration domain” (16). With this configuration, given
four unique tile edges that have distinct sets of staple sequences
and two ways of creating matching staple extensions and trunca-
tions (5′ extension and 3′ truncation versus 3′ extension and 5′ trun-
cation), a total of eight unique tile displacement reactions can be
designed. This analysis of the design space was under the conditions
that the sticky end sequences were fully determined by the scaffold
sequence and that the same 5′ or 3′ choice of staple extension was
applied to an entire edge. Sticky ends could be designed on the basis
of staple-staple interactions (14), but the stacking bonds would be
sacrificed, and the length of the sticky ends would be constrained by
the nearest staple and scaffold crossover locations.
Here, we investigated all four giving and receiving combinations

of toehold and branch migration domains in an invader tile
(Fig. 2A). To measure the kinetics of these tile displacement reac-
tions, we modified a pair of edge staples located at the end of the
branch migration domain opposite from the toehold with a fluoro-
phore and a quencher. The modified edge staples did not have any
sticky ends so that they can be used in a variety of fluorescence ex-
periments regardless of the tile design. The effective rate (k) of tile
displacement was estimated by comparing simulation with fluores-
cence kinetics data (Fig. 2B). In all four cases, the rates were within
roughly threefold of each other. In G-R (giving toehold and receiv-
ing branch migration) and R-G (receiving toehold and giving
branch migration) configurations, the toehold and branch migra-
tion domains may have different edge identities (indicated as dis-
tinct colors) because the truncated staples in these domains are
located on two different tile edges. Thus, a given branch migration
domain can be composed together with four distinct toehold
domains. Moreover, in these two configurations, a toehold on the
left or right side of the edge results in two distinct invaders. Com-
bining the two possibilities, eight times more unique reactions can
be designed for G-R and R-G edges than for G-G and R-R edges.
With all four domain combinations, the design space was therefore
increased from 8 to 144 unique tile displacement reactions
(fig. S4A).
Next, we investigated whether a toehold can be composed of

staples that are separated by branch migration domains (Fig. 2C).
Fluorescence kinetic experiments suggested that the kinetics of
tile displacement with a discontinuous toehold is similar to that
with a continuous toehold (Fig. 2D). A discontinuous toehold is
conceptually similar to mismatch elimination in strand displace-
ment (20). For example, the discontinuous toehold in Fig. 2C can
be seen as one toehold staple and two mismatch staples in the
branch migration domain on the cover:base dimer (CT:BT).
However, in strand displacement, moving a nucleotide from an
open toehold to a mismatch in the branch migration domain

results in slower kinetics unless the mismatch position is close to
the toehold. We had two explanations for why the observation
was different in tile displacement. First, an origami tile edge is
more rigid than a single strand of DNA; once a pair of complemen-
tary edge staples bind, other staples on the same edge can line up
with little entropic cost. Second, a toehold staple on the BT has its
complementary staple removed from the CT, which leaves a relative-
ly large space (about 6 nmwide and 6 nm tall) for an invader to bind
even when a toehold staple is flanked by two branch migration
staples. With discontinuous toeholds, instead of placing a toehold
on the left or right side of an edge, there were 17 possible toeholds
[based on a known function in coding theory (21)] consisting of 3 of
the 11 edge staples, in which any two toeholds shared at most one
common staple—this allowed the design space to further increase
from 144 to 1104 unique tile displacement reactions (fig. S4B).
Naturally, not all of the above reactions could be used in one tile

displacement system without any concerns of spurious interactions
such as cross-talk or occlusion. Analysis at the sequence level could
be performed to inform the design. Here, we identified one type of
spurious interaction just on the basis of the edge identities. As dis-
cussed earlier, staples on one edge can be extended with sticky end
sequences that are complementary to the scaffold sequence on any
of the four tile edges. The identity of an edge x giving to edge y is
referred to as ExGy, where x, y ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4} (Fig. 2E and fig. S3). We
showed that the kinetics of tile displacement was substantially (30
times) slower when x = y in the invader (Fig. 2F). This is likely
because the invader occludes itself by reversibly forming dimers
via spurious branch migration at the strand level between all pairs
of staples along the edge (Fig. 2G). Compared with reversible
invader dimerization, irreversible binding between an invader and
BT is much favored, and thus, tile displacement was still able to take
place despite the slower kinetics. Tomaintain a regular tile displace-
ment rate, self-occluding edges (ExGx) should be avoided in future
designs, which brings down the number of unique tile displacement
reactions from 1104 to 832 (fig. S4C).
To summarize, using different types of toehold and branch mi-

gration domains (G-R and R-G) increased the design space of tile
displacement reactions by roughly an order of magnitude, whereas
exploiting discontinuous toeholds further increased the design
space by another order of magnitude (Fig. 2H). The reaction kinet-
ics was fairly robust to varying domain types and toehold properties
so long as self-occluding edges were avoided. Even without using
rationally designed sticky end sequences and just relying on the
natural sequence of M13 scaffold, the design space is large
enough for complex system behavior involving hundreds of distinct
reactions. If desired, a larger sequence space could be achieved by
exploiting different permutations of the circularM13 strand (22, 23)
at the cost of additional sets of staples. Alternatively, extending the
tile edges with helper strands [referred to as extended edges (15)]
would allow for a cost-effective solution for arbitrary sticky end
sequences.

Yield of assemblies
Knowing that self-occluding edges slow down the kinetics of tile
displacement, we sought to understand their effect on the yield of
tile assembly. We compared two designs of a sword-shaped struc-
ture assembled from tiles with and without self-occluding edges
(Fig. 3, A and C). Atomic force microscopy (AFM) images
showed more incomplete structures and aggregations for the
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Fig. 2. Design space and robustness of tile displacement reactions. (A) Designs of invaders with four combinations of giving or receiving toehold and branch mi-
gration domains. Cover, base, and invader tiles are indicated as CT, BT, and Inv, respectively. Fluorophore and quencher are indicated as F and Q, respectively. (B) Sim-
ulation and fluorescence kinetics data for various domain types. (C) Design with toehold staples separated by other staples in the branch migration domain. (D)
Simulation and fluorescence kinetics data for the discontinuous toehold. (E) Designs with toehold and branch migration domains giving to a different or the same
tile edge. (F) Simulation and fluorescence kinetics data for E4G4. (G) Spurious strand displacement leading to an invader self-dimer. (H) Numbers of distinct tile displace-
ment reactions with various domain types, toehold properties, and edge identities. In (B), (D), and (F), experiments were performed at 25°C with standard concentration
1× = 2 nM. Simulations and experiments are shown in solid and dotted trajectories, respectively. Estimated rate constants are shown in logarithmic scale. Design and
results of the continuous toehold and E3G2 are the same as the G-G invader.
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design with self-occluding edges (Fig. 3, B and D). For example, a
noticeable population of incomplete structures was the one-armed
sword (highlighted in orange boxes in Fig. 3B). The open (that is,
noninert) edge in the one-armed sword corresponded to the E1G1
edge on tile S1 (fig. S5A), compatible with the hypothesis that the
self-occluding edge might have resulted in reversible dimerization
of two copies of tile S1, preventing tile S3 from fully incorporating
into the sword. Another self-occluding edge, E4G4 on tile S1, had 7
instead of 11 edge staples and showed less effect on the yield of as-
sembly (less corresponding incomplete structures observed in AFM
images). Overall, an 8.3% increase in yield was observed for the
design without self-occluding edges (Fig. 3E).
A challenge for the assembly of multitile invaders was the com-

petition between internal and external edges. For example, in the
snake head invader shown in Fig. 4A, one of the three active
edges on tile H1 (colored in yellow) was located at the exterior of
the assembly and was used to initiate tile displacement for reconfig-
uring the sword handle. Because all four edge identities had been
used in the internal edges of the invader to form a two-by-two struc-
ture, the active external edge happened to be complementary to a
receiving edge on tile H2. During the annealing process used for
tile assembly, the cooperative binding between two tile edges was
expected to encourage the formation of the two-by-two structure

at a higher temperature. The undesired interaction between tiles
H1 and H2 was expected to occur at a lower temperature; if the
tiles were used up by then, there would be few undesired structures.
However, AFM images showed many undesired structures contain-
ing five or more tiles (highlighted in orange boxes in Fig. 4B). The
yield of the head invader was estimated to be 62.8% (Fig. 4E), which
was 30% lower than the yield of two-by-two arrays with inert exter-
nal edges (24).
An explanation of the relatively low yield was that the undesired

binding between tiles H1 and H2 was too strong (fig. S7). Although
the melting temperature of the desired invader structure (T2) was
supposed to be notably higher than the melting temperature of
the undesired assembly (T1), the annealing process can only start
at a temperature (for example, T0 = 50°C) below the melting tem-
perature of the DNA origami tiles. If T2 > T0, then the gap between
T1 and T0 effectively determines the yield of the invader. For the
external edge to participate in tile displacement, it had to include
a toehold and a branch migration domain, which essentially re-
quired a full set of 11 edge staples. Thus, reducing the strength of
the external edge was not a good option here. Given these consid-
erations, we sought to reduce the strength of the internal edges,
which would reduce both T2 and T1, because the undesired
binding involved an internal and an external edge. As long as T2

Fig. 3. Improving the yield of tile assembly by avoiding self-occluding edges. (A and B) Design (A) and AFM images (B) of a sword shape self-assembled from tiles
that have self-occluding edges (design1). (C and D) Design (C) and AFM images (D) of a sword shape self-assembled from tiles that do not have self-occluding edges
(design2). (E) Estimated yields of sword assemblies with the two designs. The yield was estimated using 10 μm–by–10 μm AFM images containing at least one hundred
structures (fig. S10). 1× = 6 nM. Complete and incomplete structures are highlighted with distinct colors.
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remained greater than or equal to T0, the yield would benefit from
the decrease in T1.With three edge staples removed from each of the
internal edges (Fig. 4C), after which T2 ≈ 52°C (24), substantially
fewer undesired structures were observed in AFM images
(Fig. 4D), and the yield of the head invader was improved to
78.2% (Fig. 4E).
Other design changes could be explored to reduce the competi-

tion between internal and external edges on multitile invaders, for
example, using a 3′ staple extension on internal edges and a 5′ staple
extension on external edges. Nonetheless, we showed that a simple
design principle that adjusted the number of staples on internal
edges to increase the gap between the starting temperature of an-
nealing and the melting temperature of undesired tile assembly
helped increase the yield without requiring an additional set of
edge staples.

Invaders with variable sizes
The snake tail invader served as a good example to understand how
to control the size distribution of DNA origami tile polymers. The
invader consisted of three types of tiles: a, b, and c (Fig. 5A). Tiles a
and b were designed to grow into polymers with a zigzag shape,
whereas tile c was designed to cap the growth. Naturally, the ratio
of these tiles can be used to control the length distribution of the

polymers. First, a lower tile ratio c:(a + b) was expected to result
in longer polymers. Second, assuming that all polymers end with
tile c, the tile ratio a:b was expected to determine whether polymers
starting with tile a or bwere favored. Specifically, a:b = (n + 1):nwas
expected to favor even-length polymers starting with tile a, and a:
b = n:n was expected to favor odd-length polymers starting with tile
b (fig. S12). Because tile a had an edge to initiate tile displacement
for reconfiguring the sword blade, even-length polymers were
desired here. Thus, we used a tile ratio of a:b:c = (n + 1):n:1 for
growing the snake tail invader, where n = 1 and 2 were used for
growing a shorter and longer tail, respectively.
We developed a model to simulate the polymer growth. Reac-

tions can be enumerated on the basis of a defined set of monomers,
assembly rules, assembly rates, and a maximum polymer length
(Fig. 5B). Each assembly rule was specified as a pair of monomers
that can bind to each other in a particular order (left to right or
bottom to top, as two alternating directions in a zigzag polymer).
The rules were asymmetric. For example, {a, b} was not equal to
{b, a}, indicating that tile a could bind to the left or top of tile b,
respectively. Each assembly rate mapped to an assembly rule, spec-
ifying the bimolecular rate constant of tile binding. Here, we
assumed that all rates were the same, using the value from a previous
study (16). We also assumed that the reactions were irreversible,

Fig. 4. Improving the yield of a multitile invader. (A and B) Design (A) and AFM images (B) of a head invader with the same number of staples on the external and
internal edges (design1). (C and D) Design (C) and AFM images (D) of a head invader with a reduced number of staples on the internal edges (design2). (E) Estimated
yields of head invaders with the two designs. The yield was estimated using 10 μm–by–10 μmAFM images containing at least a hundred structures (fig. S11). 1× = 10 nM.
Desired and undesired structures are highlighted with distinct colors.
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given that the tile binding was sufficiently strong. Modeling them as
reversible reactions that allow for polymers to break apart does not
have a substantial effect so long as the growth remains much faster
than the breakage. An experimental system does not have a set
maximum length of polymers, and polymers could grow infinitely.
Setting a maximum length in simulation allowed for the system be-
havior to be approximated by a finite chemical reaction network.
Empirically, a good choice for the maximum length is just large
enough that no noticeable changes in the simulation are observed
with a larger number.
For example, with the three types of monomers and three assem-

bly rules shown in Fig. 5B, a total of nine reactions were enumerated
when maxlength = 3 (Fig. 5C). The following simulations were per-
formed with maxlength = 20, where 570 reactions were enumerated
and then simulated with mass-action kinetics using the CRN Sim-
ulator (25). When a:b:c = 2:1:1, the concentrations of odd-length
polymers were about zero, whereas the concentrations of even-
length polymers decreased exponentially with their length
(Fig. 5D). When a:b:c = 3:2:1, the same phenomena were observed
in simulation, but the concentrations of shorter polymers
(length ≤ 4) decreased, whereas those of longer polymers
(length ≥ 6) increased (Fig. 5E). Experimental data semiquantita-
tively agreed with the simulations (Fig. 5, D and E).
AFM images showed that even-length polymers were dominant

in structures that contained a tile c (Fig. 5F). However, roughly 50%
of the structures contained just tiles a and b, contradictory to the
simulation prediction that the concentrations of ab-only polymers
should be about zero. This observation prompted us to explore the

formation of 3D tile assemblies and their reconfiguration through
tile displacement.

Barrels and their reconfiguration
It is known that DNA origami tiles can bend along the seams where
staples containing single-stranded domains are used to bridge adja-
cent helices at an angle (for example, 90° angle between helices in
adjacent triangles composing the square tile); this bending encour-
ages the formation of 3D structures, for example, as seen in a spher-
ical structure composed of 20 triangular tiles (22). We thus
hypothesized that ab polymers can form 3D barrel-like structures,
which would then be flattened and broken open on a mica surface
during AFM imaging. For example, polymer abab or ababab could
form a barrel with a square- or hexagonal-shaped cross section by
90° or 60° bending along the diagonals of the tiles, respectively
(Fig. 6A). Once the polymers have closed up into barrels, no tile c
can further bind to the assemblies. This hypothesis also explained
why there was a larger population of ac observed in the AFM images
than predicted by simulation (Fig. 5, D and E): Reactions like
abab + ac → ababac would be unable to take place if polymers
like abab formed barrel structures.
To investigate this hypothesis, we annealed tiles a and b at a 1:1

ratio and then added tile c to the mixture. In AFM images of the
assemblies before tile cwas added, tiles a and b commonly appeared
in a polymer or a small cluster of tiles and polymers (Fig. 6C). We
suspected that this was because when a barrel was flattened onmica,
one or more locations between tiles could be broken open, resulting
in a single structure or multiple pieces of a structure. Once

Fig. 5. Controlling the length distribution of polymers with tile ratios. (A) Design of a tail invader with variable length. (B) Enumerating the reactions with defined
monomers, assembly rules, assembly rates, and maximum polymer length. The unit of k is per molar per second. (C) An example set of nine reactions enumerated with
maxlength = 3. (D and E) Simulation and experimental data of polymer length distribution with tile ratio a:b:c = 2:1:1 (D) and 3:2:1 (E). For simulation, each fraction was
calculated as ci/Σci, where ci is the concentration of polymer of length i. For experimental data, each fraction was calculated as ni/Σni, where ni is the number of polymers of
length i in two 5 μm–by 5 μmAFM images (fig. S13). The standard error (SE) was calculated as

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
pð1 � pÞ=n

p
, where p is the fraction and n is the total number of polymers,

treating the fraction as a Bernoulli probability. n = 198 and 121 for a:b:c = 2:1:1 and 3:2:1, respectively. (F) AFM images of tile assemblies with a:b:c = 3:2:1. Structures that
contain a single copy of tile c but varying copies of tiles a and b are highlighted with distinct colors. 1× = 13.5 and 9 nM for a:b:c = 2:1:1 and 3:2:1, respectively.
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separated, the pieces can diffuse on mica, especially upon being
pushed by an AFM tip during scanning; however, they would typ-
ically remain nearby and appear as a small cluster in an image. We
counted the size of each structure or a cluster of structures: Most of
them contained an even number of tiles, agreeing with the property
of the barrels (Fig. 6B). After tile cwas added, 84% of tile c remained
as monomers, indicating that they were largely unable to react with
the structures self-assembled from tiles a and b, which agreed with
the formation of barrels (Fig. 6D). A representative AFM image is
shown in Fig. 6E, where only 2 of the 12 multitile structures or clus-
ters of structures contained a tile c (highlighted in white boxes).
Comparing the statistics before and after tile c was added, the dis-
tribution of structures with sizes greater than or equal to 2 remained
roughly the same, whereas the number of tiles in these structures (as
a fraction of the total number of tiles) differed by roughly twofold
because of the addition of tile c (Fig. 6, B and D). This observation
also suggested that structures containing tiles a and b were largely
unable to react with tile c.
We further verified the hypothesis using a second type of exper-

iment. A pair of edge staples in tiles a and b were modified with a
fluorophore and quencher (Fig. 6F), which enabled us to measure
the fluorescence signal of the assembled structures (Fig. 6G). Tile b

alone was used as a 2D control, which corresponded to the
maximum fluorescence state. An ab dimer with inert external
edges was used as a 3D control, which corresponded to the
minimum fluorescence state. If the polymers made of tiles a and
b closed up into 3D barrels, then all fluorophores would be adjacent
to a quencher and thus result in a low fluorescence state; if the poly-
mers remained as 2D structures, then one fluorophore per structure
would not be adjacent to a quencher and thus would result in a
higher fluorescence state. By comparing the measurement with
the two controls that represent the fluorescence states of bound
and unbound edges, the experiment suggested that the edges in
the structures were about fully bound, again agreeing with the for-
mation of barrels (Fig. 6G).
Next, we showed that the 3D barrels can be reconfigured to 2D

linear chains (that is, polymers) by embedding an open toehold in
the complementary edges between tiles a and b (Fig. 7A). In this
case, tile c will initiate a displacement reaction that opens up the
barrel and simultaneously caps the polymer (for example,
abab + c → ababc). Comparing simulation with fluorescence kinet-
ics data, we estimated that the effective rate of tile displacement was
about 4.5-fold slower than that in the dimer experiments (Fig. 7B).
A possible explanation was that the entropic cost of losing one free

Fig. 6. Verifying the formation of barrels. (A) Two example barrel structures formed from polymers of lengths 4 and 6, respectively. (B and C) Size distribution (B) and
AFM image (C) of structures assembled from tiles a and b at 5 nM. (D and E) Size distribution (D) and AFM image (E) of structures assembled from tiles a, b, and c, whereas
tile c at 10 nMwas added after 24 hours. Each tile fraction was calculated as ni × i/Σ(ni × i), where ni is the number of structures or clusters of structures that contain i tiles in
a 10 μm–by–10 μmAFM image (fig. S14). The SE was calculated as

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
pð1 � pÞ=n

p
, where p is the fraction and n is the total number of tiles, treating the fraction as a Bernoulli

probability. n = 408 and 572 for ab and ab + c, respectively. Structures or clusters of varying sizes are highlighted with rectangles or circles of distinct colors, respectively.
(F) Quencher- and fluorophore-labeled edge staples in tiles a and b. (G) Fluorescence data of structures self-assembled from tiles a and b at 2 nM. a.u., arbitrary units.
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molecule (the reaction has two reactants but one product) slowed
down the kinetics. It could also be the case that tile displacement
in 3D structures was slower than that in 2D structures because of
the increased geometrical constraint and reduced degree of struc-
tural flexibility during branch migration. A control experiment
with a “toeless” tile c (first four staples on the right side of the
active tile edge removed) showed no fluorescence change over
time (Fig. 7B), suggesting that the conversion from polymers to
barrels was essentially irreversible and that tile c cannot bind to a
barrel through disassembly and assembly.
We further analyzed AFM images before and after tile c was

added. Similar to the statistics shown in Fig. 6B, before tile c was
added, nearly all structures and clusters contained an even
number of tiles (Fig. 7C), consistent with the barrel formation.
However, a clear difference was that the dominant population
shifted from sizes 4 and 6 to sizes 8 and 10. This is presumably
because tile a in the first design had a self-occluding edge (fig.
S8A), which was avoided in the design for barrels with an open
toehold (fig. S9). The larger size of the structures was yet more ev-
idence for the benefit of avoiding self-occluding edges. After tile c
was added, the dominant population became three-tile structures

and excess single tiles (Fig. 7D), consistent with the expected prod-
ucts of the tile displacement reactions when there are more tiles c
than tiles a and b (for example, abab + c → ababc, and
ababc + c → abc + abc). A representative AFM image is shown in
Fig. 7H, where 8 of the 10 three-tile structures were recognized as
abc. Two exceptions were aba (highlighted in a white box) and cbc
(highlighted in a dotted blue box); they might be two pieces of a 3D
structure that was at an intermediate state of tile displacement
before it was broken open and rearranged on mica.
We expected that reducing the concentration of tile c would

result in longer polymers after tile displacement. This was observed
in AFM experiments with tile ratios a:b:c = 1:1:0.5 and 1:1:0.25
(Fig. 7, E and F). Overall, comparing the distributions before and
after tile cwas added, the number of structures and clusters contain-
ing an even number of tiles notably decreased, whereas the number
containing an odd number of tiles increased, consistent with the ex-
pected sizes of the polymers.
The resulting polymers did not satisfy the design requirement of

a tail invader (for example, the exposed tile edge has a branch mi-
gration domain but not a toehold) and were not used in the follow-
ing experiments for demonstrating simultaneous tile displacement.

Fig. 7. Reconfiguration of barrels to flat structures. (A) A tile displacement reaction that opens up a 3D barrel into a 2D linear chain. (B) Fluorescence kinetics data and
simulation. Experiments were performed at 25°C with tiles a, b, c, and toeless c at 2, 2, 4, and 4 nM, respectively. Simulations and experiments are shown in solid and
dotted trajectories, respectively. (C to F) Size distribution of structures without (C) or with tile c added after 24 hours at ratio a:b:c = 1:1:2 (D), 1:1:0.5 (E), or 1:1:0.25 (F). Each
tile fraction was calculated as ni × i/Σ(ni× i), where ni is the number of structures or clusters of structures that contain i tiles in three 10 μm–by–10 μmAFM images (fig. S15).
The SEwas calculated as

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
pð1 � pÞ=n

p
, where p is the fraction and n is the total number of tiles, treating the fraction as a Bernoulli probability. n = 431 for ab; n = 347, 1196,

and 1031 for ab + cwith tile ratios a:b:c = 1:1:2, 1:1:0.5, and 1:1:0.25, respectively. (G and H) AFM image of structures without (G) or with (H) tile c added after 24 hours at
ratio a:b:c = 1:1:2. Structures or clusters of varying sizes are highlighted with rectangles or circles of distinct colors, respectively.
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Instead, the results of barrel formation and reconfiguration provid-
ed a general mechanism for creating 3D structures with variable
cross sections and for applying tile displacement to enable the con-
version from 3D to 2D structures with controlled kinetics and size
distribution. The barrel structures could be useful for protecting
functional molecules attached to the inner side of the structures,
which only become accessible for collectively binding to larger
objects when the structures are opened up, for example, as seen
in therapeutic nanorobots targeting the cell surface (26, 27).

Simultaneous tile displacement
Last, we showed that the snake head and tail invaders can initiate tile
displacement reactions separately or simultaneously. Two distinct
fluorophores on the sword located at two opposite sides of the
center tile S0 were used to monitor the reaction kinetics (Fig. 8A).
When only the head invader was present, fluorescence signal on the
handle side (TYE563) went high and that on the blade side (ROX)
remained low, indicating displacement of the handle but not the
blade (Fig. 8B). Similarly, when only the tail invader was present,
fluorescence signal on the blade side (ROX) went high and that
on the handle side (TYE563) remained low, indicating displacement
of the blade but not the handle (Fig. 8C). The effective rate of tile
displacement was roughly one-third or two-third of that in the
dimer experiments, possibly because of the increased structural
complexity of the invaders. That the tail invader was faster than
the head invader could just be an effect of the different stacking
bonds and sticky end sequences on the two tile edges, or it could
also be affected by the different shapes of the invaders. For
example, stronger sequences in the toehold could result in faster ki-
netics, whereas stronger sequences in the branch migration domain
could result in slower kinetics. In terms of shape differences, a
stronger connectivity among neighboring tiles could result in
slower kinetics. For example, the tiles in the tail invader were
bound to each other by one edge, whereas the tiles in the head
invader were bound to each other by two edges; the reduced
degree of freedom in the head invader might have caused branch
migration to be slower.
When the head and tail invaders were both present, two fluores-

cence signals went high, indicating simultaneous displacement of
the blade and handle (Fig. 8D). The effective rates of the two tile
displacement reactions were a bit slower than when they were mea-
sured separately. We suspected that it was due to the two invaders
occluding each other and the product of one tile displacement reac-
tion occluding the invader of the other. Because using theM13 scaf-
fold sequence did not allow for sequence optimization such as using
a three-letter code (28), it was expected that tile assemblies with
active external edges could occlude each other via spurious binding.
All populations of structures with designed shapes and patterns

were observed in AFM images, including reactants, intermediates,
and products of the two tile displacement reactions. When only the
head invader was present, AFM images showed two products (head-
blade and handle) of similar numbers (Fig. 8E and fig. S17). The
unreacted sword was also present. However, the unreacted head ap-
peared to exist largely in aggregates. Because the assembly yield of
the sword was relatively low (46.5%, as shown in Fig. 3E), the in-
complete structures could have facilitated undesired aggregation.
With reduced availability of the head invader, a fraction of the
sword would remain unchanged. When only the tail invader was
present, AFM images showed two different products (handle-tail

and blade) of similar numbers, and there was nearly no unreacted
sword (Fig. 8F and fig. S18), suggesting that the incomplete sword
structures had much less effect on the tail invader. When both in-
vaders were present, all three products (snake, handle, and blade)
were observed (Fig. 8G and fig. S19). Nearly all intermediates
seen in the AFM images were handle-tail and not head-blade, con-
sistent with the reduced availability of the head invader. Moreover,
structures that looked almost like a snake but lacked the center tile
S0 (highlighted in dotted white boxes in Fig. 8G) were evidence of
occlusion between the two invaders.

DISCUSSION
We have shown that two methods can substantially increase the
design space of tile displacement reactions: (i) using mixed
domain types, meaning a giving toehold and receiving branch mi-
gration domain or a receiving toehold and giving branch migration
domain, and (ii) using discontinuous toeholds, meaning toehold
staples intermixed with staples in the branch migration domain.
In general, a pair of complementary tile edges can be designed as
ExGy (edge x giving to edge y) and EyR (receiving edge y), where
x, y ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}. However, we have shown that the kinetics of tile
displacement is at least an order of magnitude slower and that the
yield of tile assembly is decreased when x = y. Edges of the form
ExGx are now identified as self-occluding edges and should be gen-
erally avoided in future designs. Furthermore, we have demonstrat-
ed that complex, multitile invaders can be constructed with both
fixed and variable sizes. Competition between external and internal
tile edges during assembly of the invaders must be considered to
ensure a sufficiently high yield of desired invader structures. For in-
vaders with variable sizes, ratios of the tile types involved in growing
the structure are critical for controlling which tile edge will be
exposed for initiating tile displacement, whereas ratios of the tile
types involved in capping the growth are critical for controlling
the size of the structure. Tile polymers with variable sizes can fold
into 3D structures with variable cross sections; by embedding toe-
holds into these structures, they can be opened up into 2D struc-
tures. Building on these design principles, we have demonstrated
two independent tile displacement reactions with complex invaders
taking place simultaneously in one test tube.
A powerful feature of strand displacement is that it markedly in-

creases the specificity of DNA hybridization (29), which allows for
systems with hundreds of distinct reactions to be constructed for
performing complex molecular information-processing tasks (30,
31). Similar to strand hybridization, binding between DNA tiles
has limited specificity. When information processing is solely
based on tile assembly and disassembly, the system must operate
near its melting temperature (for example, 50°C) to ensure specific-
ity (32, 33). In contrast, we have shown that tile displacement
systems operate at room temperature with little cross-talk between
distinct reactions. Although only two independent reactions are
demonstrated here, it is a proof of concept that tile displacement
has the potential to markedly increase the specificity of DNA tile
assembly and could serve as a fundamental mechanism for scalable
computation and modular reconfiguration robust to temperature
and tile concentration.
Two major issues that now limit the scalability of tile displace-

ment systems are the purity of complex assemblies and occlusion
between assemblies. Taking the sword as an example, more than
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Fig. 8. Reconfiguration of sword to snake. (A) Quencher- and fluorophore-labeled edge staples. (B to D) Fluorescence kinetics data and simulation of the sword mixed
with the head invader alone (B), the tail invader alone (C), or both invaders (D). Simulations and experiments are shown in solid and dotted trajectories, respectively.
Experiments were performed at 25°C with the sword, head, and tail at 2, 2.4, and 2.4 nM, respectively. (E toG) AFM image of the swordmixed with the head invader alone
(E), the tail invader alone (F), or both invaders (G). White and colored rectangles highlight the reactants and products of a tile displacement reaction, respectively. Solid
and dotted blue rectangles highlight the head-blade and handle structures, respectively, both of which are products of the displacement reaction initiated by a head
invader. Solid and dotted green rectangles highlight the handle-tail and blade structures, respectively, both of which are products of the displacement reaction initiated
by a tail invader. Orange rectangles highlight the snake structure, which is the product of the two displacement reactions simultaneously initiated by the head and tail
invaders. Dotted white rectangles highlight undesired products of spurious binding between the head and tail invaders.
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50% of the structures were incomplete assemblies and aggregates.
Given the size of the structures and the strength of the connections
between tiles, it would be difficult to purify them on a gel (24).
Other purification methods such as glycerol-gradient centrifuga-
tion (34) could be explored, although a better solution would be
to develop more robust tile designs that can be successfully purified
on a gel, for example, designs that have more compact structures
and stronger tile-tile interactions while maintaining sufficient struc-
tural flexibility required for displacement. To effectively reduce oc-
clusion between assemblies, we would move away from sequence
complementarity and instead use shape complementarity (5, 18,
19) to program the interactions between tiles. Shape complementar-
ity has been previously exploited in tile displacement systems in the
form of edge codes, where distinct subsets of edge staples were left
out to create empty space on an edge for defining its geometry (16).
More generally, edges with various shapes can be created in single
and multilayer DNA origami tiles, increasing the entropic barrier
for spurious binding and further augmenting the design space of
tile displacement reactions.
There is a trade-off between the structural flexibility of DNA

origami tiles and the functionality of the circuits and motors at-
tached to their surfaces. More flexible tile designs such as wireframe
DNA origami structures (35, 36) could help improve the rate and
yield of tile displacement, especially in 3D reconfiguration tasks.
On the other hand, the behaviors of spatially organized circuits
and motors are more predictable with more rigid tile designs (12).
This trade-off must be taken into consideration in future work on
functionalizing tile displacement systems with circuits and motors.
Moreover, in these systems, signal transduction across tiles could be
affected by the intermediate states of tile displacement. A better un-
derstanding of the geometrical properties of the intermediate states
could be achieved by locking branch migration at specific locations
using photocrosslinking methods (37).
Conceptually, there is a gap between the type of self-reconfigu-

ration task demonstrated here and the reconfigurable artificial cell
envisioned at the beginning of this paper. The head and tail invaders
were free-floating in the test tube rather than being “carried” by the
sword, which means that the sword could only reconfigure itself
into a snake if the head and tail structures were available as resourc-
es in the molecular environment. To develop artificial cells that in-
corporate the principle of modular reconfiguration, as seen in
electromechanical robots, this stochasticity should be eliminated.
To achieve that, an important next step is to develop localized tile
displacement systems where an invader moves along the edges of a
tile assembly and simultaneously reconfigures it, similar to how
strand displacement takes place between localized components
(38, 39). Taking it further, catalytic invaders could be developed
to enable self-reconfiguration in modular molecular machines
where different parts of the system can be rearranged by the same
invader whose activity (for example, turning on and off) is regulated
by environmental stimuli.
Incorporating pervasive adaptability into future synthetic cells

will likely require modular reconfiguration at multiple scales. Tile
displacement operates at the level of DNA origami assemblies; it
could be integrated with reconfiguration within individual tiles
(40, 41) to enable more efficient algorithms, such as those discussed
in modular robots with expanding and contracting units (42). In
contrast to a DNA-only approach, cell-scale robots with reconfigu-
ration capabilities could also be created by using liposomes,

microtubules, and protein motors (43). An open question is how
the function of DNA origami tiles, which is determined not only
by their structural properties but also by the information-process-
ing circuits and motors attached to them, could benefit from the
robustness and speed of protein motors (44, 45).
In theory, tile displacement is Turing universal and can simulate

arbitrary 2D synchronous block cellular automata (46), where each
transition rule for updating the state of a two-by-two neighborhood
is implemented by just a single tile (47). The ability of shape recon-
figuration in tile displacement systems now opens up new theoret-
ical questions about the algorithms and time complexity of
reconfiguration from one shape to another using the same set of
tiles, like what has been studied in the nubot model (48) and
lattice-based modular robot models (49) but now with potential
physical implementations using DNA origami tiles. Overall, we
hope that the design principles established in this work will pave
the way for future developments in tile displacement systems
toward modular self-reconfiguration and dynamic self-reprogram-
ming in artificial molecular machines.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
DNA oligonucleotides
Oligonucleotides were designed using the DTD designer (50).
Giving edge staples contain a 2-nt extension on the 5′ end, the se-
quence of which was determined by the M13 scaffold sequence on
the receiving edge. Receiving edge staples contain a 2-nt truncation
on the 3′ end. Pattern staples have a 20-nt poly-adenine domain on
the 3′ end. Fluorophore- and quencher-modified staples were high-
performance liquid chromatography–purified, and other staples
were unpurified (standard desalting). They were purchased from In-
tegrated DNATechnologies at 100 μM in 1× TE buffer (10 mM tris-
HCl and 1mMEDTA) at pH 8.0 and stored in 384-well Echo source
plates at 4°C. The scaffold strand was M13mp18 DNA (Bayou
Biolabs, catalog number P-107), which varied in concentration
within 5% of 0.375 μM. Negation strands were used to block
excess edge staples from interacting with other tiles when different
types of tiles were mixed together to assemble into larger structures;
they were purchased unpurified and stored at 300 μM in 1×
TE buffer.

Sample preparation
DNA origami tiles were annealed with 50 nM scaffold and 250 nM
staples, with the exception of fluorophore- and quencher-modified
staples, which were at 50 nM. The staple strands were mixed togeth-
er using a Labcyte Echo 525 liquid handler and transferred into a
96-well destination plate with conical wells (Eppendorf, catalog
number 951020401). The destination plate was centrifuged for 1
min at 2500 RCF (relative centrifugal field), the scaffold strand
was added, and the final mixtures were prepared in 1× TE/Mg2+
buffer (1× TE, 12.5 mM Mg2+). The samples were transferred into
tubes and annealed in an Eppendorf Mastercycler thermocycler.
They were held at 90°C for 2 min and then cooled from 90° to
20°C at 6 s per 0.1°C. Negation strands were added at 1.25 μM
and then annealed from 50° to 20°C at 2 s per 0.1°C. Tile assemblies
were created by mixing tiles together at ratios specified in the
figures. For experiments using a cover:base dimer, the dimer was
prepared with 20% excess of the CT. Tile assemblies were annealed
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from 50° to 20°C at 2 min per 0.1°C and stored at −20°C when not
in use.

Fluorescence spectroscopy
Fluorescent experiments were run in 1× TE/Mg2+ buffer in 384-well
plates (black with clear flat bottom, polystyrene NBS, Corning 3651)
on a monochromator-based plate reader (Synergy H1, Biotek), with
a 45-μl reaction volume and data collected every 2 to 4 min. All ex-
periments were run at 25°C. The concentrations for each experi-
ment are specified in the figure captions. Excitation/emission
wavelengths were 528/608 nm and 538/568 nm for ROX and
TYE563, respectively. Each set of experiments was performed
with a negative and a positive control, which were a reactant and
an annealed product of the tile displacement reaction, respectively.
Data were normalized using the average of the first five data points
of the negative control as 0 and the average of the last five data
points of the positive control as 2 nM (an example is shown in
fig. S16). For experiments where kinetic trajectories had reached re-
action completion within 24 hours, the average of the last five data
points at 24 hours was used as 2 nM to normalize the data (this was
done for experiments shown in Fig. 2B).

AFM imaging
Samples were diluted to 1/x nM, where x is the number of tiles in the
assembly, in 1× TE/Mg2+ buffer. Forty microliters of the sample
were deposited onto freshly cleaved 10-mm mica (Ted Pella,
catalog number 50). Samples were washed twice with 1× TE/Mg2+
buffer and then twice with 1× TE buffer containing 10 mM MgCl2
and 100mMNaCl. Imaging was done in 80 μl of 1× TE/Mg2+ buffer
on a FastScan Bio AFM (Bruker) in tapping mode using FastScan-D
probes (Bruker). Images were collected at a scan rate of 5 Hz with
512 or 1024 lines per image, depending on the image size, and a
drive frequency between 100 and 110 Hz.

Simulation
Simulations were performed with mass-action kinetics by solving
ordinary differential equations using the CRN Simulator (25).
Mathematica code for enumerating the reactions in growing a
snake tail invader is available in an online repository (51).

Yield estimation
The yield of DNA origami assemblies was estimated as the total
number of pixels in complete assemblies of the designed shape
divided by the total number of pixels above the background thresh-
old in AFM images. The estimation was facilitated by a software
tool, the Yield Calculator (52).

Supplementary Materials
This PDF file includes:
Figs. S1 to S19
Tables S1 to S45

Other Supplementary Material for this
manuscript includes the following:
MDAR Reproducibility Checklist
Mathematica code
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